Introduction
Basic Elements is back on CerebralAudio with Drum and Bones. The first
drum and bass style electronica release on CerebralAudio. It seems that Basic
Elements is set on making as many firsts on CererbralAudio as he can, and we
approve!
With this release he set out to produce an old school DnB release, harking back
to the roots of Jungle music and the influences of producers like LTJ Bukem,
Mightmares On Wax and The Prodigy. Breakbeats and Amen break inspired
rhythms are the core of this release.
This is a recommended headphone listening release for all lover of DnB and
Jungle music styles!
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Biography
Pim van Dorst is a plumber / iron worker from Bergen, Netherlands. Basic
Elements is his project that is a reflection of the natural elements: earth, fire,
water, and wind mixed with the basic elements humans need: food, water,
clothes, roof. It’s also a reference to the basic building blocks of music.
When Pim was fourteen years old he discovered the music of Kraftwerk and
Klaus Schulze, along with AC/DC and Deep Purple. However, the synth and
experimental artists left a lasting imprint on him. By the time he was 20 he was
listening to a wider mix of groups like Cabaret Voltaire, Yello, Throbbing Gristle,
Pirulator, Phose, The Residents, Skinny Puppy, Numb, Front Line Ensemble,
and Front 242. The upcoming new beat scene in Belgium shift the beat to a
more groovy / fat sound. And later he discovered ambient music from Brian
Eno, Robert Fripp, and so forth.
Musically, Pim plays drums, piano and a bit of acoustic guitar. These days he is
more into electronics: cutting up smaples, resequencing them and creating new
pieces. He aims to create sets of songs that work together: they have a body
and overall flow to them. He tries to create a set of works that the listener can
listen to the way albums used to be listened to, creating a story-like experience.
Pim’s demos have been review in Future Music U.K. and Interface magazine.
He has two CD length releases on his BandCamp site available for free under a
Creative Commons license. He contributed a track to a compilation to benefit
the Fukushima Nuclear Disaster relief efforts for the Red Cross in Japan. He also
recorded four tracks for movie that was unfortunately never released (however,
he enjoyed the professional studio time experience, and got to visit the set of
the movie).
He hasn’t performed live since 2008, instead prefering to work in his home studio.
In the end, Pim says of his music: “And last but not least . . . the only criteria I
use is I got to like it my self..before I put my music into the day light. . . ”

Credits
All selections composed, arranged and performed by Pim van Dorst.
Cover Photograph: via Pixaabay used under a CC0 license.
Lettering / Layout: George J. De Bruin
Liner Notes by George J. De Bruin
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License

Drum and Bones by Basic Elements is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
Drum and Bones Liner Notes by George De Bruin is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International
License.
You are free to:
• Share – copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format
• Adapt – remix, transform, and build upon the material
• The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the license
terms.
Under the following terms:
• Attribution – You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the
license, and indicate if changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable
manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your
use.
• NonCommercial – You may not use the material for commercial purposes.
• ShareAlike – If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you
must distribute your contributions under the same license as the original.
• No additional restrictions – You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict others from doing anything the license
permits.
Other Usage
Other uses of this work may be negotiated with the artist under the terms of a
CC+ License. Please contact CerebralAudio for inquiries regarding usage beyond
the scope permitted by CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 license.
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